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SKILL LEVEL – Beginner 

 
SIZE 

About 3 x 9 1/2 in. (7.5 x 24 cm) 
 
MATERIALS 

 Lion Brand® DIYarn (Art. #205) 
 133 Orange 1 ball (A) 

 195 Hot Pink 1 ball (B) 
 102 Aqua 1 ball (C)  
 157 Yellow 1 ball (D) 

 172 Grass 1 ball (E) 
 178 Teal 1 ball (F) 

 184 Peach 1 ball (G) 

 Lion Brand® Pom-Pom Maker 

 
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

Purchased foam doorknob hangers 

Glue on acrylic jewels, sequins and flower shapes 
Craft glue 

Tapestry needle with sharp point 
  
NOTES 

1. Materials are sufficient to make multiple Doorknob Hangers. 
2. Pattern provides general directions for the hangers – use these directions 

as a starting point, then make the hangers your own by choosing yarns 
and trims as desired. 
 

Orange Doorknob Hanger 

Cut a few yards (meters) of yarn A. Glue one end of yarn to back of the hanger, 

then wrap the yarn through the knob opening in the hanger, then vertically 
around lower edge of hanger. 
Glue the end of the yarn to the back of the hanger. 

 
Repeat wrapping through knob opening with one strand of yarn A around top 

edge of hanger. 
 
Cut a few yards (meters) of yarn B. Glue one end of yarn to back of the hanger, 

then wrap the yarn in slanting horizontal lines across the hanger, gluing the yarn 
ends as before. 
 

Glue jewels, sequins and flower shapes onto the hanger. 
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Blue Doorknob Hanger   

Cut a few yards (meters) of yarns A, C, D, E and F. Glue one end of a yarn 

strand to back of the hanger, then wrap the yarn horizontally around the hanger. 
Glue the end of the yarn to the back of the hanger. 

Repeat with other colors of yarn to make 3 or more bands of yarn. 
 
In the same way, wrap yarn to make bands of color between knob opening on 

hanger and outside edge of hanger. 
  
Color Knots 

Thread the tapestry needle with a strand of yarn in desired color. Tie a double 
knot in end of strand, then draw needle through hanger from front of hanger to 

back. At back of hanger, knot yarn strand again. 
Repeat to make scattered knots over front of hanger. 

Apply a small amount of glue to each knot to secure, then trim yarn ends.  
 
Pom-poms  

Follow package directions to make small pom-poms in yarn colors as desired. 
Leave long yarn tails when tying each pom-pom. Knot the yarn tails about 1 in. 

(2.5 cm) above pom-pom. 
Thread yarn tails into tapestry needle, then draw needle through from front of 
hanger to back along lower edge of hanger. 

Knot yarn and apply a small amount of glue to secure the knot. 
 

 
 
Every effort has been made to produce accurate and complete instructions. We cannot be 

responsible for variance of individual crafters, human error, or typographical mistakes. 


